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Directions – Comic Strip    
 
Assignment Requirements: 
Your task is to produce a comic strip on legal sized paper.  You need to include important 
characters, dialogue (both quoted from the book and your own!) and an accurate setting drawn 
into the strip itself.   
Below are the components your comic strip must have.  Your grade will be based partly on how well 
you follow these directions and how hard you try to fulfill the requirements. 
 

1. The top of your paper must include the title and author of your book in artistic and 
colorful letters, as well as the words “reimagined by (your name)”  

2. Choose two important scenes from the book. Think of at least nine to twelve 
images or character exchanges that will illustrate each scene.  They can be consecutive 
and related scenes or unrelated from two different parts of the book. 

3. First map out your strip by drawing the comic boxes using a ruler and pencil before 
you begin drawing. 

4. Draw and color one image in each comic strip frame.   
5. Add speech bubbles to show conversation, and add narration captions at the top 

or bottom as needed.   
6. Type a 1 paragraph explanation that includes an explanation of why these scenes 

are important to the book and why you selected this scene. This paragraph should 
include a topic sentence, 5-7 detail sentences, and a closing sentence.  

7. Cut out the paragraph and glue it to the back of your strip  
8. Include a 2-3 paragraph typed summary of the book you read! (separate score!) 
9. Design must be original and unique, and should be eye catching. 
 

 
 
Assignment Grading: 

Your comic strip will be graded on how well you followed the 
directions and included all the required elements.  You know exactly 
what to include, so aim high.  You can do it!  As you work, 
communicate with your teacher and peers about your progress.  A 
strong artist works until the project is the best they can do.  
Suggestions are part of the leaning – use them to your advantage!  See 
the back of this sheet for your scoring rubric which must be submitted 
with your project! 

 
 

 
 

Notes for initial ideas:

Utilize the expressions we have learned
DO NOT use a translator for the work
Discuss with your teacher for ideas and language expressions 
Get feedback at least TWICE before submission
I will provide template, but you could create your own.



CATEGORIES POSSIBLE POINTS 

CREATIVITY & THOUGHTFULNESS 15 points 
 

Did you put effort into creating a unique and thoughtful comic strip?  Have 
you worked hard to communicate important information from the story in 
a way that shows thought was put into it? 

UNDERSTANDING OF THE STORY 30 points Did your comic strip indicate that you understand the story that you read?  
Are the scenes you chose significant to the story?  Is the scene accurate? 
 

EFFORT/ ORGANIZATION /NEATNESS 10 points Does the comic strip indicate you put time and effort into it?  Is it neat?  
Have pencil marks or stray glue been erased or removed? 

GRAMMAR/SPELLING/PUNCTUATION 10 points 
1 or less mistakes: 10 points 
2-4 mistakes: 8 points 
5-7 mistakes: 5 points 
>7 mistakes: 0 points 

Did you read over your entire assignment – including the summary – to 
make sure you have fixed grammar, spelling, and punctuation mistakes? 

PRESENTATION DAY 10 points Did you attempt eye contact?  Did you speak loudly enough, and respond 
appropriately if Mrs. Catalano asked you to speak loudly?  Did you try your 
best to do a great presentation? 

TOTAL POSSIBLE: 75 POINTS 
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YOUR FINAL GRADE: _____________ 
 

Notes for language expressions:
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